Dr. Rita Louise

New Thought and Alternative Historian
“Fran Dresher’s delivery without the whine”, is how one audience
member put Dr. Rita Louise’s frank, funny yet honest approach. Through
a powerful synthesis of science and ancient wisdom, her unique insights
bridge the worlds of science, spirit and culture and are changing the
way we view our place in the world.

Presentations
Dr. Rita Louise is available to speak
on a wide range of topics
including health and healing,
ghosts, intuition, ancient mysteries
and the paranormal. Her most
sought after presentations include:

Dr. Rita possesses the caliber of knowledge and experience that
organizations demand. She infuses every engagement with both
credibility and content. She has the unique ability to deliver a serious
message through intriguing stories and her own brand of humor. Her
high content presentations and down-to-earth strategies empower and
motivate audience members to think outside the box. Her unique
presentations offer many down-to-earth strategies and empowering
solutions. Her deep insights inspire, invigorate and energize people into
looking at the world in a completely new way.

Titles by Dr. Rita Louise

Unnatural Selection:
Genetic Engineering In Antiquity
Mythology, Underground Bases
& The Extraterrestrial Presence
Attached Entities:
The Bad Kids Of The Spirit World
Consciousness,
Subtle Energy & You
The Mind/Body Experience

www.SoulHealer.com
rita@soulhealer.com
PO Box 851422
Richardson, TX 75085-1422

972.475.3393

A frequent consultant to the media, Dr. Louise has appeared on
television and has been a featured guest on hundreds of radio shows
including Coast to Coast w/George Noory, Mysterious Universe Radio,
the Jerry Pippin Show, X-Zone Radio, Veritas Radio, Fringe Radio,
Second Site Radio, and Out Of This World Radio.
Dr. Louise has appeared as a keynote speaker at events such as the
Paradigm Symposium, Whole Life Expo, ASPE Paranormal Symposium and
the Texas Ghost Show. She has also spoken to organizations such as
Naturopathic Medical Association, Institute Of Noetic Sciences, MUFON,
and the Texas Department of Health. She is also a regular contributor to
publications including Ancient American, New Dawn Magazine, Atlantis
Rising, The Edge News, Fate Magazine, Inner Self Magazine, Holistic
Health News and The Psychic Journal.

